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A Wealth of Tradition
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The ultimate funding source for
Muslim-world economic development
By John A. Sandwick

a large pension fund, nearly all the money is ultimately

bonds to funds to real estate to projects to simple

coming from individuals and households.

deposits, and everything else in between. Wealth man-

Over time, the amount of savings becomes truly monu-

agers are the “bridge” between the two sides: those with

mental. There’s no doubt that U.S. pension funds alone

savings on the one side, and those who need cash for

now account for something close to $20 trillion in all.

their businesses, projects or governments on the other.

Add to that the money “saved” by endowments, chari-

A good number of people involved in the establishment

ties and foundations, and you’ve got a few more trillion

and study of wealth management’s theoretical and prac-

dollars in the pot. The channeling of massive volumes of

tical applications would agree that they are immune to

capital between savers and users is done efficiently and

religious beliefs. They are, as you might say, free of faith.

frequently, feeding economic growth at the widest possi-

Consider this: If you are a professional wealth manager,

ble level.

you aren’t concerned (up to a point) whether your client
is Muslim or Christian or Hindu. The assignment is

Bridging the Gap

always the same: Today’s savings plus tomorrow’s sav-

Most of this money - the tens of trillions of dollars in the

ings must be allocated into assets with somewhat pre-

U.S. and the nearly equal trillions of euros in Europe,

dictable behavior so that some kind of future goals can

money that finances nearly every aspect of economic

be achieved.

growth - is subject to the scientific principles of modern
wealth management. Wealth managers invest client

When Religion Matters

money into every conceivable asset, from stocks to

Take for example Abdullah and Bob. Both are 37 years
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old, both have three children of varying ages, and both

agree on one thing: God’s laws over man are immutable,

inherited $1 million. They are working men, envisioning

including on how we manage our savings.

retirement sometime in the coming 30 years. They need
to save for their retirement today, plus save for the

Islamic Challenge

expected costs of their children becoming adults (uni-

Unlike the traditional counterparts, the Islamic mutual

versity, marriages, etc.).

fund world now consists of only perhaps 450 different

The assignment for both men involves mathematically

funds. That itself is about 0.25 percent of the funds

mapping out the path from today to tomorrow. To

available to a traditional wealth manager.

achieve their retirement and inheritance goals, a series of

So, how does one go about investing Abdullah’s money?

assets must be purchased today, over time they need to

Certainly we are already limited enough when it comes

occasionally be rearranged and ultimately they need to

to mutual funds, but with an estimated $2.5 trillion in

be cashed out for final distribution.

total wealth, we can imagine the world’s Muslims

Only when you go from finalizing the investment strate-

deserve more.

gy to actually investing the money does religion come

There’s another major identifiable problem. Of the $33

into play. Securities selection for Bob is simple. There

trillion in savings held by the world’s wealthiest people in

are something like 250,000 mutual funds in the world,

2005, about 3.6 percent of that was owned by Arabs of

and more being produced every day. And there are

the Middle East. That equals about $1.2 trillion, which

something like 2 to 3 million securities available world-

by any measure should be allocated professionally and

wide for investing: stocks, bonds, funds and other invest-

responsibly, but also should be allocated according to a

ment vehicles. In fact, the choice of assets is so enor-

client’s religious beliefs.

mous that the process of securities selection for Bob’s
portfolio actually gets pretty complex. How to choose

Sukuk on the Horizon

from an apparently unlimited selection of assets to meet

In the world today, about 45 percent of all managed

highly specific allocation targets?

wealth is invested in bonds and other types of fixed-

Abdullah, on the other hand, has made it clear that

income securities. Bonds are favored as a key asset class

Islam is involved in all parts of his life. He is pious and

because they are generally safe, guaranteed and provide

devout. He will not violate his religious prohibitions, not

known annual interest payment. In the Muslim faith,

even when it comes to his long-term family savings. He

however, all these features are considered haram, or

is not alone. Most of the world’s 1.2 billion Muslims will

unlawful. Contracts embedding financial guarantees like
those found in typical bonds are not allowed.
One would think that with at least $530 billion in play

Wealth managers are the “bridge”
between the two sides: those with savings
on the one side, and those who need cash
for their businesses, projects or
governments on the other.

(this excludes Islamic institutional wealth, by the way,
which would multiply the amounts several times); the
Islamic banking community would be quick to replace
the traditional bond with sukuk, or the “Islamic bond.”
We haven’t been so lucky. Through the end of 2005, the
total amount of sukuk issued (outside Malaysia) was
barely $15 billion. Compare that to the $25 trillion or so
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issued and outstanding just in the United States, and
you’ll understand how small $15 billion can seem.
Thankfully, 2006 is going to be a banner year for new

While the Islamic banks are an evergrowing feature in the Muslim world’s
banking sector, their total assets are still a
minority compared to traditional banks.

sukuk issuances. By June 2006, the amount of new
sukuk reached $13.4 billion, nearly the entire amount of
sukuk outstanding at the end of 2005. Moreover, we can
envision a total new issue of sukuk during 2006 of well
over $20 billion, adding in total over 108 percent more
sukuk than in 2005.

Still Far to Go
But when you’re talking about potential demand in the
hundreds of billions of dollars, you’ll quickly realize just
how small the total issuance of new sukuk really is, and
how far traditional and Islamic banks still must go to fulfill the Islamic wealth manager’s objectives.
What makes this even more unfortunate is the supply of
assets in the world that can be easily financed through
traditional Islamic contracts. Sukuk in all cases must
have an underlying hard asset. Sukuk exist to provide
cash for underlying assets such as aircraft, ships, railway
stock, buildings, commodities and other identifiable
assets that you can touch and feel.
Just in the Muslim world alone, there must be a few trillion dollars of such fixed assets. Until today, most regional borrowers in the Arab world have opted to finance
these assets with traditional loans or bonds. And the
regional and international banks have been eager to
respond with large volumes of traditional debt. While

wasn’t issued with an expected exit in five to seven years.

the Islamic banks are an ever-growing feature in the

These long-term assets are fine for everyone, but portfo-

Muslim world’s banking sector, their total assets are still

lio investing is by nature a liquid business, meaning the

a minority compared to traditional banks. Further, they

majority of a saver’s assets should be placed into securi-

have not yet accrued the internal credit analysis

ties that can be redeemed within days, not years.

resources that traditional banks have long enjoyed.

Western banks have not done much better, either.

Without a doubt, one of the biggest stumbling blocks to

Nearly every week we’re receiving calls from the deriva-

more creative and expansive Islamic financing of

tives desks of major money center banks, mostly

Muslim-world assets is the lack of large armies of

European or American. They boldly claim yet another

trained and skilled credit analysts.

new derivative that carries fatwa, or shariah-approved
certificate of compliance. We respond identically to all

Taking the Easy Way Out

these calls: Don’t bother calling. We are not interested in

Slowly, things are changing, of course, but in the mean-

investing our clients’ money into some imaginary asset,

time we’re witnessing some relatively abusive behavior

especially one that bears fees that are rich for the bank,

by many of the Arab world’s banks and investment

thereby reducing even further the potential return for

banks. Taking the easy way, and choosing the “flavor of

the buyer.

the month,” they have opted to produce veritable tidal

One would imagine that each global money center bank

waves of nearly identical real estate and venture capital

is responsible for creating tens of billions of dollars

investments under the shariah banner. A lot of their so-

worth of debt annually through loans, bonds and other

called “private equity” funds, for example, are really

types of debt. One would imagine that a large percent-

nothing more than high-risk venture financing sources,

age of this debt could qualify for Islamic financing. If

cleverly labeled to confuse investors who often don’t

only a fraction of one bank’s annual debt creation were

understand the differentiation between the two types of

instead channeled to shariah-compliant financing, the

investments.

result could double, triple or even quadruple the annual

Then there is the average life of a lot of the funds pro-

volume of sukuk issued every year.

duced by the existing and growing pool of Arab Islamic

But either the Western banks aren’t interested or they

investing banking companies. I have yet to see one that

don’t see money in this activity. There is, on the other
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Of the $33 trillion in savings
held by the world’s wealthiest
people in 2005, about 3.6
percent of that was owned by
Arabs of the Middle East. That
equals about $1.2 trillion,
which by any measure should
be allocated professionally and
responsibly, but also should be
allocated according to a client’s
religious beliefs.

hand, lots of money in creating and distributing deriva-

logical and ultimately satisfying place to make invest-

tives. Perhaps the reason we’re inundated with calls from

ments.

big-bank salesmen of Islamic derivative products is the

As with the investment products we choose, managers of

comparatively higher earnings these products generate

Islamic wealth are facing the same seismic shifts in the

for the bank.

geography we choose to invest in. Our palette no longer
consists of California shopping centers or a selection of

New Direction

NASDAQ stocks. It has expanded to Malaysian sukuk

Let’s get back to the Arab and wider Muslim worlds.

and Jakarta office buildings. It has broadened to include

First, they are nearly all enjoying sustained higher GDP

new GCC real estate funds and shariah-compliant

growth rates and increasingly sophisticated economies.

emerging market equity funds. We are now delivering

Second, there is a greater degree of cross-border fund-

more capital than ever to funding the economic expan-

ing within the Muslim world each year, and an apparent

sion of Muslim economies - businesses, projects and

reduction of at least private capital direct and portfolio

governments - than ever before.

investments to the traditional Western destinations.
While figures are hard to come by, anecdotal evidence

Innovations to Come

indicates we’re seeing a new direction in the flow of cap-

We are still facing major hurdles in selecting our assets.

ital, in particular from the oil-exporting nations of the

As noted clearly above, there just aren’t enough sukuk to

Arabian Gulf region.

go around, and we’re being inundated with investments

First, the economies of these states are capturing more

we clearly don’t need: Islamic venture capital and deriv-

of the newly generated wealth and liquidity than ever

ative securities, to name two.

before. Whereas in decades past, a large amount of dis-

Overall, however, the future is looking very good, with

cretionary investment income was vacuumed up by

some surprisingly positive developments in the Islamic

Western banks for funding Western investment needs, a

banking space popping up almost daily. Encore

greater percentage of capital is now deployed locally.

Management is right now creating the world’s first sukuk

Regional deregulation and increased investor awareness

fund, in which the average Muslim can invest in shari-

in local investment assets has produced much of this

ah-compliant sukuk and achieve a scientifically support-

new direction in capital flows from the GCC region.

ed allocation of assets for long-term family or institu-

Antipathy toward the West and in fact a bit of fear of

tional savings. There will be many more such innova-

the West’s approach to Muslim issues certainly has also

tions in the near future, each contributing to the more

contributed to local economies exporting less capital, at

rational allocation between savers and users of capital in

least from the private sector.

the Muslim world.

Second, as mentioned above, fast-growing emerging

We have seen the Islamic banking space slowly progress

Muslim economies are proving more attractive places to

over more than two decades, sometimes in fits and starts,

place money dedicated to cross-border investments.

but now showing signs of addressing the needs of

Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan and other states are show-

investors and consumers of capital. This is good for the

ing economic growth rates that most Western states

Muslim world, and will feed the engine of economic

would envy. Combined with their own deregulation and

growth for many decades to come.

strengthening of financial systems, Muslim countries are
often considered by private Muslim investors as a more
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